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Dear IUJ Student and Faculty/Staff, 

Some thoughts for “Ignorance is Bliss.”  
i“(saying) if you do not know about something, you cannot worry about it…” 

The truth can be cruel, it reveals things that we may not want to see or not be able to handle; 

then it should be left as it is. Or is it so?  

Sometimes, other people decide for you whether it is good to tell you the truth or not. For 

example, a doctor only discloses to family members of a terminally ill patient whose real 

diagnosis is cancer, while the patient believes it is a minor condition. Or children are not told 

what really happened to their parents in tragedy because they were still too young to understand 

and it may have a negative impact on them. Despite the effort of covering the truth, they often 

sense a strange atmosphere or facial expressions of family members and think something is 

going on. The children in certain ages may have very active and creative imaginations that it 

sometimes goes to a wrong conclusion, such as feeling responsible for parent’s absence. Even 

so, it is sometimes hard, to tell the truth to love-ones or for us to accept the truth that we may 

change the story to more reasonable and acceptable way.   

So, doesn’t the reality acceptance bring us positive changes?  

Over the years, I have met many people, who came to counseling by choices, said in the middle of sessions, “I 

wish I wouldn’t realize what I have just realized about myself”, or “I wish I could go back to the old time so I could 

pretend nothing was wrong.” When I hear such comment, simply I value the honesty. Interestingly, once they confess 

such feelings, maybe a little bit of time for a back and forth mind-settling, they accept the new notion quite fast and 

move on to their life quickly. Because when the first time they decided to talk to someone, they had already made a 

choice to accept a new perception. Accepting the fact may help you to move on.  

On the other hand, others say, “I know It is not true, but it is ok as long as I don’t verbalize it.” It means that if you 

do not recognize something as a problem, you would not need to evaluate it because it does not exist in your mind. 

Saying aloud about what you feel and what you think can make it real. That is why talking to someone can process 

more cognitively than thinking the same thing in your head. Avoidance of pain and discomfort can be quite a natural 

process of living nature. We may only hear what we want to hear, see what we want to see, and do what we want to 

do. Some people may be more cautious and more conscious than others about what they say before saying because 

they know the power of this cognition. In fact, such as positive mind thinking is a way to change your perception to 

make a self-fulfill prophecy that you consciously reject the negative influence.  

So the reality may change depending on our perceptions at some degrees, and it is not always simple for us to 

know whether our perception of reality is helpful or not. If you don’t notice that you have bleeding on your finger, you 

may not feel the pain; however, as soon as you see the blood, you recognize the pain. Whether it is verbal or non-

verbal, it is this recognition that gives us reality in some extend. Psychological education often encourages people to 

face the fact and be proactive for your psychological well-being, but there are times temporary pause from the facing 

the fact could help us in the difficult phases. This choice of “stay in ignorance” is quite powerful that we can convince 

ourselves a different reality. Children or even adults in the difficult environment may survive by creating their ways of 

escaping world, such as dreaming, reading books, imaginations, that can take you to a different presence; Illusions. 



Illusions or imaginary mind sounds negative, but this also gives us creativity. It may help us psychologically by 

pushing negativity away even that is for temporary solutions as it is one of many common defensive mechanisms. We 

can experience illusions together with friends and family, by going to an amusement park, (e.g., like the one famous 

park also in Japan with fantasy world with that Mouse) or watching movies at the cinema. There is just a tiny problem; 

if the bleeding is severe and need to be stopped, ignoring the injury could harm our physical body. When we are away 

from the presence, we make sure when to go and when to come back.  

There is also another concept that you might be hearing a lot lately in the matter of stress management or 

relaxation: Mindfulness. Mindfulness does not make a judgment, but experiencing the awareness of presence, as the 

way it is. Mindfulness may also help your physical and psychological calmness for a long term. Again, if you are in the 

middle of physical danger, this may not be applicable or need careful attention to practice.  

Now, ignorance and accepting the fact could sustain or change our life in different situations, and this also varies 

by individual character and pattern of thoughts or behaviors. It may be overwhelming when we think what to do with it. 

How should we manage our reality? Accepting it or ignoring it? For us to overcome in adverse, what would be the 

best way? How can we build resiliency－stand up, again and again, no matter how many times we fall, the capacity to 

recover quickly from difficulties? Does studying psychology, psychoeducation, help us to be stronger physically and 

psychologically? Here we briefly look into some sections that many people are interested to know. Even if this is just a 

little bit of hope in you, it still counts for you to take each day.  

 

 Psychological Education can give us the knowledge of psychology and will give us broader perspectives and 
more awareness about ourselves; generally, it brings us more positive results. The knowledge and resources 
can predict and prevent the harm in advance. Because some symptoms could get worse when you deal with 
it later, sooner you recognize the signs of symptoms could save us from longer and worse suffering. Also, 
psychoeducational learning with friends, family, and community will help us stop the wrong judgment of 
each other and help to solve problems easier and faster for a quick recovery. 
 

 iiResilience in adverse situations has been studied over decades because we want to know how we can live 
better in many cases. Although there is still on-going study for how we survive in a critical situation, there are 
some common characteristics of people. Naturally, optimistic personality would help, but there are also social 
and environmental factors and personal belief on perspectives about life that could build resilience. (*more 
comes in future edition or events) 
 

 Trauma Treatment: Post-traumatic symptoms, such as PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) may give us 
sudden vision and sensations of the past traumatic experience as if it is happening now and hard to control 
the memoryiii. The symptoms could create disassociation, but it is not a happy illusion, because we do not 
want it but it comes without our control. However, besides medical treatment and regular therapy 
(counseling/oral), there is also direct therapeutic approaches to neurofeedback/brain without using any 
machine or medicine. ivEMDR has known over the past 20 years, and it is progressing for the treatment of 
trauma that may help control most of the symptoms.  
 

A message of special thanks to IUJ Students and Alumnus 
The counseling office conducted a few different survey/questionnaires from the end of April to the beginning 
of May 2018. I would like to thank IUJ students and IUJ Alumnus who responded surveys, as well as sharing 
at interviews, in spite of busy events and schedules of your life. If you have any additional concerns and 
questions related to the survey, or if you can participate the interviews in future, please contact the counselor.   
・Phone: 025.779.1506 or x 506 ・Email: counselor@iuj.ac.jp ・HP：http://www.iuj.ac.jp/counseling ・Facebook：iuj counseling      

IUJ Counseling Office – Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30AM-6:00 PM  
Counseling/Therapy with Counselor Ishibashi  OUT OF OFFICE: CLOSED on June 8th (FRI) EMAIL/CALL BACK Available 

Event: “Transitions Readiness” Workshop May 24th (THR) 12:05-12:30PM MLIC3F 
The Physical Consultations monthly visit by ONLINE APPOINTMENT at Counseling Office 
Doctor’s Consultations for Physical Concerns http://www.iuj.ac.jp/counseling3/counselingappointment 
・ Dr.Ishiyama June 4th Monday(2:40-4:40 PM) ・Dr. Kakihara May 18, June 1st, &June 15th Friday (1:30-4:30 PM) 

i  (Retrieved 5/1/2018, https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/ignorance ) 
ii  Agabi, C.E. & Wilson, J.P (2005). Trauma, PTSD, and resilience: a review of the literature. Trauma, Violence & Abuse. 6(3), 195-216. 
iii American Psychiatric Association. (2013). Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (5th ed.). Arlington, VA: American Psychiatric Publishing. 
iv (Retrieved 5/1/2018, http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2013/trauma_mental_health_20130806/en) 
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